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EDITORS' FOREWORD
When the editors of the Georgia Journal of International and Comparative
Law learned last summer of the opportunity to publish the papers included in
this special issue, it was with great enthusiasm that the project was pursued. It
was then and is now our feeling that the papers presented in London last June
by these seventeen distinguished lawyers and scholars constitute one of the most
instructive contributions to international law recently to occupy the pages of a
single issue of a student international law review.
These papers no doubt convey something of their authors' personalities and
of the atmosphere of the meeting in London. With a view to preserving these
interesting characteristics, the editors have found it appropriate to do no more
than make nominal revisions in spelling and punctuation for consistency and
in several instances to supply footnotes for the convenience of the audience. In
all other particulars the papers remain as they were delivered in London.
The editors wish to record their appreciation for the kind cooperation of Dr.
Rosalyn Higgins of The Royal Institute of International Affairs and of Pro-
fessor Stephen M. Schwebel of The American Society of International Law in
making this special issue possible. The Georgia Journal is pleased to publish
the papers that now follow. The Editors
